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MEMORANDUM
TO: Whom It May Concern
FROM: Robert Maerz
DATE: February 22, 2016
RE: ASG Entertainment Update
________________________________________________________________________________
As we move to the end of the first quarter of 2016, I would like to take this opportunity to
provide you our shareholders, prospective investors and supporters with the following
information:
When an entity is in the process of raising capital, somewhere within the dialog there is
always a question about potential liquidity events and when they may transpire. As we have
shared with you, there are a number of ways that liquidity events can be created for investors
and private corporations. The most notable avenue for liquidity usually entails an Initial
Public Offering into the public markets, a partial acquisition or divestiture with an already
public entity and thirdly some form of recapitalization.
Many of you have asked about the future plans for ASG Entertainment (ASGE) and when a
liquidity event may occur. My answer has always been and continues to be that at the
appropriate time when markets and/or corporate conditions are at an optimum, we would
certainly consider any of the aforementioned options. In any case, a company will receive a
much preferred valuation and pricing if there is a strong upward trend of revenue growth.
Over the last few years at ASGE, we have worked very hard to create and properly capitalize
the company and its divisions. At this point in time, we have turned the corner and are now
generating revenues. With the completion of our proposed private placement for up to $3M,
we will be able to complete our targeted projects and tasks and put ourselves in a very
favorable position. We have very strong interest in our television shows and have recently
received a preliminary commitment for deficit financing thereof. We very much wish to own
the content of our properties and the way we are approaching these television shows, we will
be able to retain substantial equity for building future residual and library value.
We have recently finalized the ASGE King Music platform and are very excited about being
able to offer many services necessary to equip aspiring musicians with a solid foundation for
the enhancement and growth of their careers. Also with this format, investors will now be
able to participate not only in the success of ASGE and its multiple divisions but would also be
able to participate in the work product of Ronnie King. This opportunity was something that
was not available in the past for Ronnie to be able to provide.
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Our ASGE Analytics division is now operable thanks to the hard work of Joseph Holleman who
we applaud. Through our partial ownership of Magister Technologies, the analytics Trading
Platform is operable and is being licensed to trading firms throughout the US. Last year we
completed the website for the film service analytics, and upon completion of our pricing
model and insurance product, this service will be operable in the very near future.
As far as our ASGE Aspire film division is concerned, the film Caged No More opened in
theaters in late January 2016 and is planning on opening in additional theaters. We have
provided some P&A funds for the film and will be receiving 15% return on our capital
provided. We expect to be releasing our feature film BorderCross in the very near future and
have been in dialog with many distributors that have a strong interest in assisting us with
territorial pre-sales and distribution worldwide across selected digital platforms.
Mr. Valerian Owens President of ASGE Sports continues to build his network of promising
athletes and we are planning very creative branding opportunities for our prospective athlete
clients.
I mention all of the above not only to inform you of our progress but to also make the point
that as this year progresses and these projects come to fruition we will be in a much stronger
position for a liquidity event than had previously existed. We are currently seeking and
considering all opportunities that come our way and welcome the right one that will benefit
us all.
I want to bring to your attention the article below that I feel does a comprehensive job of
explaining in a factual manner the various time frames that investors can encounter when
they provide private equity capital to a company. I think this article can answer many of your
questions concerning “how long does it all take”. We feel that at ASGE we are now closer
than we have ever been in creating a broad appeal for the public markets. With all of our
subsidiaries operable and showing revenue growth, we are seeking alignment with strategic
partners both public and private.
In closing, I would like to thank you all for your continued support and for those of you who
may be considering investing in ASGE we certainly welcome your confidence and are more
than happy to discuss any and all information at your convenience.

Respectfully,
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